We illustrate a methodology for formalizing and reasoning about Abadi and Cardelli's object-based calculi, in (co)inductive type theory, such as the Calculus of (Co)Inductive Constructions, by taking advantage of natural deduction semantics and coinduction in combination with weak higher-order abstract syntax and the Theory of Contexts. Our methodology allows us to implement smoothly the calculi in the target metalanguage; moreover, it suggests novel presentations of the calculi themselves. In detail, we present a compact formalization of the syntax and semantics for the functional and the imperative variants of the ς -calculus. Our approach simplifies the proof of subject deduction theorems, which are proved formally in the proof assistant Coq with a relatively small overhead.
Introduction
In this paper, we present a methodology for formal reasoning about object-based calculi, aiming to take most advantage of the features offered by logical frameworks based on coinductive type theories. We illustrate this methodology by means of an extensive case study, about Abadi-Cardelli's ς -calculus (in both functional and imperative versions), using the Calculus of (Co)Inductive Constructions (CC (Co)Ind ) in its Coq implementation [14] .
Several factors motivate this work. First, in recent years much effort has been put into formalizing class-based object-oriented languages (such as Java, C ++ , and C # ) in Coq, Isabelle, and PVS [33, 35, 38, 53, 54] . On the other hand, object-based languages, such as Self [51] and Obliq [6] have received little attention. We see this fact as a serious gap, because most of the foundational calculi introduced for the mathematical analysis of the object-oriented paradigm are object-based [1, 21] . Indeed, object-based languages simplify and generalize class-based ones: they reduce classes to more primitive notions, provide more flexible mechanisms, and can be used even as intermediate code for the implementation of the latter.
Second, formalizing and reasoning about object-based calculi in a logical framework are challenging from the viewpoint of program certification. Often, object calculi summarize features usually found in different languages: objects, variable bindings, closures, functional and imperative method-update, stores, aliasing, circular pointers, types, and subtyping, all at once. This level of complexity has a bearing in proving properties about the calculi: for instance, the property of subject reduction is much harder to state and prove for object-based languages than for pure functional ones. Clearly, this scenario can benefit from the use of logical frameworks: on the one hand, the rigorous encoding in a metalanguage forces one to spell out in full detail all the aspects of the calculus, thus giving the possibility of identifying and fixing problematic issues that are skipped on paper; on the other hand, the encoding methodology may offer the occasion for reformulating the calculus itself, which can be seen from novel, cleaner perspectives.
A common problem is that encoding and reasoning about a formal system in a logical framework add further complexity to already cumbersome judgments and proofs. In order to be practically useful, therefore, the formalization must be most clean and compact as possible. A typical example is the handling of bound variables: in spite of the fact that α-equivalence is taken for granted on paper, it does not hold, for example, in first-order encodings, where one has to deal explicitly with different representations of equivalent terms. Thus, an encoding of object-based calculi using traditional first-order techniques, although feasible, is not satisfactory, as it would yield a clumsy and unmanageable set of definitions, whose handling would add further difficulties to the formal development.
Therefore, a "good" encoding methodology should strive for simplicity: the overhead introduced by the formalization should be as low as possible. This prerequisite allows for simplifying the formal proof of complex metatheoretical results, such as Subject reduction. Ideally, most (if not all) details implicitly taken for granted working with paper and pencil should be automatically provided in the formal development. A way for pursuing this goal is to internalize these issues in the metalanguage to the best extent, so that all the burden of their management is delegated to the logical framework. In the case of the ς -calculus, since the target metalanguage is CC (Co)Ind , we have aimed to take most advantage of hypotheticgeneral judgments, coinduction, and weak higher-order abstract syntax (HOAS).
The first issue is that the semantics of the ς -calculus is specified by means of several sequent-style systems: à la Kahn's natural semantics. Sequents contain explicit structures such as typing environments, evaluation stacks, stores, and store types. A straightforward representation of these structures as lists would lead to complicated judgments and proofs. Then, following [5, 40] , we use hypothetic-general judgments à la Martin-Löf for internalizing those structures that obey a stack discipline. Hence, stacks and typing environments "disappear" from the formal judgments and proofs, which in turn become simpler than the original ones. Stack internalization does not come for free: we have to provide a different management of closures. Far from being a problem, however, this suggests a novel formulation in natural deduction style of the ς -calculus, where closures are managed more efficiently than in the original version. On the other hand, stores are not stacklike structures and hence cannot be internalized in an intuitionistic framework such as CC (Co)Ind . Nevertheless, we try to reduce their impact as much as possible.
A quite important consequence of having a store-based operational semantics is that the typing of values is not trivial, because of the potential presence of circular data structures ("pointer loops") in the store. The solution devised in [1] is to use store types, which are auxiliary structures assigning a type to each location of a store compatibly with its content; however, these structures are not easy to use in a proof assistant. Luckily, nowadays type theories provide coinduction for dealing with circular, non-well-founded entities [25] . Inspired by this feature, we devise an original coinductive system for typing values, without using store types, and instead recovering the types from the content of store locations. Using our system, whose expressive power is equivalent to the original one, we simplify further the proof of subject reduction for the functional version of the ς -calculus. (We cannot do the same for the imperative calculus, mainly because we cannot ensure to recover exactly the same type information along the computation, since the content of locations may change).
When we come to the implementation in CC (Co)Ind , we have to face the problem of representing binders efficiently. To this end, one of the most suited approaches is higher-order abstract syntax [26, 41, 48] . More precisely, since we work in a type theory with induction, we use weak HOAS [32, 41] : binders are represented as second-order term constructors, taking as arguments functions over a parametric, open (i.e., noninductive) type of variables. In this way, α-conversion of abstractions is automatically ensured by the parametricity of the set of variables, still retaining the benefits of inductive definitions and without the presence of exotic terms [17] . The main drawback of (weak) HOAS is that it is difficult to reason about the encodings. For instance, for proving subject reduction we have to prove several properties concerning variable renaming, often by induction over second-order terms. This is problematic because CC (Co)Ind and similar type theories are not expressive enough [31] . To overcome this problem, we adopt the Theory of Contexts (ToC) [31] , a small set of axioms that can be added to the existing logical framework (CC (Co)Ind , in this case) to represent some basic and natural properties of variables and term contexts. These axioms have been proved to be consistent with (classical) higher order logic [4] (although their soundness in higher-order type theories is still under investigation). The main advantage of this approach is that it requires a very low mathematical and logical overhead: the arguments on paper can be readily ported to the formal setting, and it can be used in many existing proof environments without the need of any redesign of such systems.
To sum up, we present the first systematic formalization of (Abadi and Cardelli's) object-based calculi, in proof assistants based on type theories (the closest works are [24, 36] , which deal with functional semantics only, and [28] , which does not formalize 
Dynamic Semantics
The operational semantics of funς is expressed by a big-step reduction relation [16, 34] , relating two stores σ, σ , a stack S, a term a, and a result v:
The intended meaning is that, starting with the store σ (playing the role of a heap) and the stack S, the term a reduces to a result v, yielding an updated store σ and leaving the stack S unchanged in the process. More precisely, the entities involved in the semantics belong to the following sorts:
Loc : ι ∈ Nat store location Res : v ::
In this semantics, variables are never replaced by terms: they are associated to values, that is, (object) results, by stacks. A result represents an object: it is a collection of method labels together with the locations where the corresponding (method) closures are stored. Closures are pairs built by a method ς(
Locations are associated to closures by stores, which are (finite) functions. Unless differently remarked, all the l i , ι i , x i are distinct.
This semantics differs from the original one in [1, Chapter 6] , where a substitutionbased semantics (i.e., without stacks and stores) is given. We consider the finergrained semantics presented in this paper for several reasons. First, we do not need to define (and reason about) any machinery for implementing substitution. Second, the given semantics is closer to actual implementation techniques on register-based machines, making explicit how stacks and stores are implemented; in this way, we can reason at a deeper level of detail, exposing to the certification process also aspects which would be swept under the carpet if we adopted a purely functional approach. Third, it will be easier to extend the semantics to the imperative features of impς , later on. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that our presentation is equivalent to the original one (just erasing the extra structures).
In the following, ι i → ς(x)b , S i i∈I represents the store that maps the locations ι i to the closures ς(x)b , S i , for i ∈ I, and σ, ι → ς(x)b , S denotes the store σ extended with ς(x)b , S at location ι (fresh), and σ.ι← ς(x)b , S replaces the content of the location ι of σ with ς(x)b , S .
Stores and stacks are subject to well-formedness conditions, which are represented by two auxiliary judgments, σ AC ♦ and σ ·S AC ♦ (Fig. 2) . The rules for the reduction judgment are given in Fig. 3 . In particular, the functional method update (Red·Upd F ) allocates a fresh location for storing the new method. (Thus, the old: location may become garbage if there are no other references to it, but in this paper we do not address garbage collection.) Notice that an algorithm for reduction can be easily extracted from the rules.
Static Semantics funς is equipped with a first-order typing system with subtyping. The only type constructor is the one for object types, namely:
so the only ground type is [ ], which can be used for building object types; other ground types, as, for example, bool, nat, int, real, can be added at will. The type system is given by four judgments: well-formedness of the type environment E AC ♦, well-formedness of object types E AC A, subtyping E AC A <: B, and term typing E AC a : A, where the typing environment E consists of assignments of (object) types to variables, each of the form x:A. The rules for all the judgments are collected in Figs. 4 and 5.
Fig. 4 Auxiliary typing judgments
Reasoning about object-based calculi The subtyping relation induces the notion of subsumption: an object of a given type also belongs to any supertype of that type and can subsume objects in the supertype, because these have a more limited protocol. Correspondingly, the rule (Sub·Obj) allows a longer object type to be a subtype of a shorter one:
i∈I requires A i ≡ B i for all i ∈ I; that is shared labels have invariant (i.e., neither covariant nor contravariant) associated types. This condition guarantees the soundness of the type discipline.
The impς -Calculus
The imperative calculus impς extends funς with object cloning and side effects. The syntax of impς simply extends that of funς ( Fig. 1 ) with the constructs in Fig. 6 , where let binds x in b .
The cloning operation builds a new object with the same labels and methods of a. The let construct evaluates the term a, binds the result to a variable x, and then evaluates b with the variable x in the scope. This approach allows one to have local definitions and control the execution flow: for instance, sequential evaluation can be defined as a; b let x = a in b, where x / ∈ FV(b ). The operational semantics is properly a modification and extension of that of funς ; see Fig. 7 . Notice that now the method update is an imperative operation: it replaces the closure stored in the location pointed to by ι j with the new closure, without allocating a new location, thus returning a modified object. Using this kind of update, one can create pointer loops, that is, circular references among locations in the store.
Example 1 Let us consider the following evaluation:
Then, the store σ ≡ 0 → ς(y)x, (x →[l=0]) "contains a loop, because it maps the index 0 to a closure that binds the variable x to a value that contains index 0. Hence an cloning The type system for impς extends that of funς with the following two rules for the new constructs:
Type Soundness
Type soundness is a fundamental property of any typed calculus, ensuring that "welltyped programs cannot go wrong." In the present case, this means that the evaluation of any well-typed and not diverging term of funς and impς will never invoke an undefined method (i.e., the runtime exception message-not-found is never raised). Type soundness is an immediate consequence of the subject reduction theorem, which relates the dynamic semantics to the static semantics, stating that the result produced by the evaluation of a term can be given a type consistent with that of the term itself.
To state subject reduction formally, Abadi and Cardelli introduce a typing system for results [1, Chapter 11] ; note that such a typing system applies to both funς and impς because the two calculi have the same notion of result. We recall that a result is essentially a list of pointers to store locations (on a par with method labels); thus, to type a result, one must type the contents of the locations it points to. A location containing a method ς(x).b can be given a method type M, which is a type of the form
i∈I is intended to be the type of the bound variable x, and B j the type of the jth method body. Hence, a store can be given a store type , which is a finite map ::= (ι i →M i ) i∈I , assigning a method type to each location.
The typing system for results and stores is composed by five judgments: wellformedness of method types M |= ♦ and store types |= ♦, result typing |= v : A, store typing |= σ , and stack typing (i.e., compatibility) |= S : E. The intended meaning of the main judgment |= v : A is that the result v is given the type A, using Fig. 8 Typing system for results and stores the types assigned to locations by . More formally, with the projection functions
where 1 , 2 are the "first" and "second" projections of store types:
On the other hand, store typing |= σ ensures that the content of every store location in σ can be given the type assigned to the same location by . The rules for all these judgments are collected in Fig. 8 .
We point out that store types have been introduced for typing results in the presence of loops in the store (see Example 1). Because of loops, it is not always possible to determine the type of a result by examining its substructures recursively, that is, by recursively chasing pointers starting from store locations pointed to by the original result (unless by using a coinductive typing system, as in Section 3.4).
Another aspect of funς and impς is that the minimum type property (i.e., if a term a is typable, then it has a type τ such that for any type σ of a, it is τ <: σ ) does not hold. 1 Store types allow one to overcome the issue of the ambiguity of typing, by fixing a given "reference" type for a store.
Observe that type-sound computations must store in a location only closures compatible with the type given by the store type. Notice also that store types can be extended but not overwritten.
Definition 2 (Store Type Extension)
is an extension of ( ≥ ) if and only if Dom( ) ⊆ Dom( ), and for all ι ∈ Dom( ): (ι) = (ι).
The following subject reduction theorem holds for both funς and impς . 
funς and impς in Natural Deduction Semantics
In this section we give an alternative presentation of funς and impς , inspired by the features of logical frameworks based on type theory. In accordance with [5, 40] , the various proof systems are reformulated in natural deduction style, 2 where all stacklike structures are distributed in the hypotheses of proof derivations, thus making judgments and proofs simpler (at the expense of introducing some auxiliary judgments). We refer to this setting as natural deduction semantics (NDS). Moreover, we present an alternative, coinductive typing system for results, a further refinement that allows us to avoid the use of store types.
As usual in natural deduction, proof systems will be written in "vertical" notation: the hypotheses of a derivation ND J are distributed on the leaves of the proof tree. (To save space, in the text we keep writing natural deduction judgments in "horizontal," sequent form.)
Syntax In this section, we use the same syntax of the original presentation (Section 2), with one important difference: we do not enforce at the syntactic level that the labels of an object or a type are all different. The advantage of this choice is that the correspondence between these syntactic categories and their corresponding implementation in CC (Co)Ind will be simplified. We note that the extra ill-formed terms are harmless, because the well-formedness condition is enforced explicitly in the rules of the static and dynamic semantics (rules (e·obj) and (wt·obj)). For instance, the term [l=ς(x 1 )b 1 , l=ς(x 2 )b 2 ] is syntactically correct, but it cannot be typed nor evaluated because typing and evaluation rules force all method labels of an object to be different.
Dynamic Semantics
The judgment σ ·S AC a v·σ is translated as ND eval(s, a, s , v), where denotes the proof derivation context (i.e., a set of assertions, of any judgment, which can be used as assumptions in the proof derivations), and eval is a predicate defined on 4-tuples eval ⊆ Store × Term × Store × Res.
The rules for eval for funς and impς are in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The intended meaning of ND eval(s, a, s , v) is that, starting with the store s and using the assumptions in , the term a reduces to a result v, providing an updated store s . The content of a stack S -that is, the associations between variables and results -is represented by suitable assumptions of the form "x →v" in the proof context . These associations are created as hypothetical premises local to subreductions and are discharged in the conclusions of the rules, according to the practice of natural deduction style -see, for example, rules (e·call) and (e·let). Note that we do not need to introduce the well-formedness judgments for stores and stacks (as in Fig. 2 ) because the freshness of locally quantified variables (eigenvariables) is automatically provided in NDS.
A direct consequence of the NDS approach is that closures cannot be pairs method, stack anymore because stacks are not "first-class" structures (such as terms or stores). The content of stacks is realized as assumptions in the proof context, which is a metalevel structure (i.e., of the metalanguage). Thus, we introduce the sorts of closures and closure-bodies: 
Closure evaluation occurs in the method invocation (rule (e·call)). Before evaluating the inner term in a method-body, we have to add to the current proof environment all the bindings recorded in the closure (and a fresh variable representing the host object itself). This unfolding of closures is carried out by the simple auxiliary judgment eval b ⊆ Store × Body × Store × Res, defined by mutual induction with eval ( Fig. 9) .
Closure construction occurs in object creation and method updating (rules (e·obj), (e·upd f ), (e·upd i )). To build a closure, we have to gather from the proof context all the results associated to the free variables appearing in the methodbody. This is carried out by the auxiliary judgment wrap ⊆ Term × Body (Fig. 11) . Informally, ND wrap(b , b ) means that "b is a closure-body obtained by binding all the free variables of the term b to their respective results, which are in ." To keep track of free variables in terms, we need an extra judgment closed ⊆ Term, which formally means:
and whose rules, completely syntax-directed, are in Fig. 11 .
Operationally, the rules for wrap allow for successively binding the free variables appearing in a method-body (w·bind): at each step we choose any (free) variable y in b and bind it to the corresponding result v, as stated in . If the closure b binds all the free variables of b , then at each step a free variable of b is marked as "closed" by a local assumption. Eventually, we have enough assumptions to be able to prove closed(b ), and thus we can apply the rule (w·ground).
Notice that the closures built by wrap are in general smaller than the original ones ( Fig. 3 ) because only the free variables are recorded in a closure (although in a nondeterministic order), not the whole current stack.
. . . (w·bind) closed (a) closed(clone(a)) (c·clone) closed (a) closed(a.l) (c·call) closed(a)
Fig. 11 Rules for wrap and closed judgments

Adequacy (I)
We prove now that the NDS presentation of funς and impς dynamic semantics corresponds faithfully to that of Sections 2.1 and 2.2. First, we establish the relationship between contexts and environments S of the original setting and between the two kinds of stores s and σ .
Definition 5
For a context, S a stack, s, σ stores, we define:
For b a closure-body, let us denote by stack(b ) the set of bindings in b , and by body(b ) the inner body. These functions can be defined recursively on b :
For a closure ς(x)b , S , there exists b such that γ (S), closed(x)
, and let be a well-formed context. Then,
i∈I ·σ , and point (a). c) By point (b ) and inspection on the derivation of σ ·S AC ♦. 2. By induction on n = |S|, using the rules (w·ground) and (w·bind). 3. Direction (⇒) can be proved by structural induction on the derivation of
Now we are ready to establish the adequacy of our NDS formulation of dynamic semantics for funς and impς . Let us say that is a well-formed evaluation context if it is functional with respect to the judgment " →"; that is, if x →v, x →v ∈ , then v ≡ v . 
Proposition 7 (Adequacy of Dynamic Semantics) Let be a well-formed evaluation context, and let
σ ·S AC ♦. 1. Let ⊆ S,
Static Semantics
The term typing judgment E AC a : A is easily rendered in NDS as ND type(a, A), where type ⊆ Term × TType and the proof context contains typing assignments to the (free) variables, such as x:A. The judgments for well-formedness of types and subtyping are easily recovered in this setting as well, respectively as wt ⊆ TType and sub ⊆ TType × TType. The typing rules in natural deduction for impς are given in Fig. 12 ; clearly, the system for funς is the same without the rules (t·clone) and (t·let).
. . .
type(a, B)
Fig. 12 Natural deduction static semantics for impς (funς 's is a subset)
Notice that the well-formedness of the (distributed) typing environment is ensured by the freshness of locally quantified variables (eigenvariables; see e.g., the rules (t·let) and (t·obj)). The premise wt(A) in the rule (t·var) ensures that non-wellformed types possibly in have no effect.
Adequacy (II)
Let us say that is a well-formed typing context if it is functional w.r.t. the judgment ":"; that is, if x:A, x:A ∈ , then A ≡ A . 
Lemma 8 Let be a well-formed typing context, and let E be such that E
AC ♦. 1. If E AC A <: B,
By structural induction on
ND type(a, A) and point 3.
ND wt(A) and E AC A.
ND sub (A, B) for direction (⇒); by structural induction on E AC A <: B and point 5 for direction (⇐).
Definition 9
For a context, E a type environment, we define:
Proposition 10 (Adequacy of term typing) Let be a well-formed typing context, and let E AC ♦. 
Result Typing and Subject Reduction
The result typing judgment
, where res ⊆ SType × Res × TType, and SType is the sort of store types, that is, finite maps from locations to method types, as stated in Section 2.3. The intended meaning of ND res( , v, A) is that the result v is given the type A, using the types assigned to locations by the store type . Because of the correspondence with stores (which are not internalized), and different from typing environments, it is not possible to distribute in the context the content of store types.
The store compatibility |= σ is rendered as comp ⊆ SType × Store: if
, then the content of each location in the store s can be given the type indicated by . The relation ext ⊆ SType × SType represents the original extension relation ≥ over store types. The simple rules for res, comp, ext are collected in Fig. 13 .
Notice that we do not need to represent explicitly the well-formedness of store types because this property is managed implicitly. However, we must check that store types are well-formed types; see wt(
i∈I ) in the premise of the rule (t·res). On the other hand, there is no "stack typing" judgment because stacks and type environments have vanished in the proof context. This information needs to be recovered at the metalevel: in the statement of subject reduction, we will require explicitly that variables and their results have coherent types.
Finally, we have to add a judgiment for typing closure bodies, i.e., type b ⊆ SType × Body × TType (see Fig. 13 ). The intended meaning of
is that the closure-body b (fetched from some location of a store s, compatible with ) has type A. The judgment type b plays a role similar to that of eval b : it unravels the local bindings recorded in closure bodies. More precisely, we first add to the current proof environment (via the rule (t·bind)) all the bindings recorded in the body (the judgment res is used, in turn, for typing the results found
Fig. 13 Natural deduction typing for results there); then, the inmost body can be typed using the plain type judgment, via the rule (t·ground).
Adequacy (III)
We address now the adequacy of the NDS result typing. Subject Reduction Now we can state and prove subject reduction for both funς and impς , using their NDS presentation. In stating the theorem, we have to require a coherence between types and results associated to the variables in the proof derivation context ; this is essentially equivalent to the "stack typing" judgment of [1] . 
Lemma 11 Let be a well-formed typing context, and let b be the closure-body
b [x 1 → v 1 , . . . , x n →v n ]. Then ND type b ( , b , A)
Coinductive Result Typing and Subject Reduction
In this subsection we present an alternative and novel formulation of the typing system for results, by taking advantage of a further proof-theoretical tool provided by modern type theories, namely, coinduction.
As mentioned in Section 2, the typing of results is not trivial because of potential circular structures in stores. The solution adopted in [1] is to use store types, which assign to each location a fixed type, consistent with its content.
However, store types are list structures, which do not fit neatly in general-purpose, nonsubstructural proof assistants. In practice, this means that the handling of store types makes statements and proofs of metatheoretical properties (such as subject reduction) even more complex. It is therefore natural to ask whether, and when, is possible to get rid of these extra structures.
It turns out that we can always recover the types for a given result by corecursively looking at its structure and the content of all the locations it refers to, without the need of store types. To capture this process, we propose here a system for result typing, which possibly admits non-well-founded, "circular" derivations. The typing system will have a coinductive rule, that is, a rule where the conclusion is locally discharged in the assumptions. Using this rule, we can build types for results just by visiting the store and following the pointers it contains. The idea of using coinductive rules for typing goes back to [45] , but actually we have been inspired by modern type theories, such as CC (Co)Ind , where coinduction is natively provided. The coinductive result typing system consists of two predicates, cores ⊆ Store× Res × TType and cotype b ⊆ Store × Body × TType, with only three rules (Fig. 14) .
The Notice that in the rule (t·cores) the conclusion is discharged as a local assumption, which plays the role of the "coinductive hypothesis" and makes the system coinductive. More precisely, the idea is that, in order to check whether a result i∈I . Bound variables in closures are associated to results; thus their type can be inferred by using cores (co)recursively (see rule t·cob ind). During this process, because of pointer loops in the store, we may end up with the result v we started from. In this case, we can stop the typing deduction using the type we are trying to assign to v; to this end, the assertion we are proving has to be assumed in the hypotheses. Notice that the application of the coinductive hypothesis is always "guarded" because it is discharged in the subderivation of a different predicate (cotype b ), and thus at least one rule must be used. 
Then, the result [l=0], pointing into the store s, can be given the type [l:[ ]] "by guarded induction", as follows:
(t·cores) (1) 3 Formally, the set-theoretical meaning of cores is the greatest fixed point of an operator induced by the rules in Fig. 14 . In the presence of coinductive hypotheses, the existence of such greatest fixed point is not trivial because the operator may be not monotone. In our case, however, the operator is monotone (and hence the definition is sound) because the application of the coinductive hypothesis is always guarded. For further details about coinductive proof systems and guarded induction, see [15, 25] . 4 As usual, local hypotheses are indexed with the rules they are discharged by.
where z,n stands for the following derivation:
On the other hand, having fixed the store t ≡ 0 →λx. 
(t·cobind) (1) 
We point out that the types that can be inferred by using the coinductive approach coincide with those given by using store types. In other words, a result v can be given a type A in a store s with the coinductive typing system of Fig. 14 if and only if, for some store type compatible with s, v can be given the same type A by using the typing system of Fig. 13 . Hence, the use of coinduction can be seen as a way for internalizing store types within the structure of typing proofs.
In particular, for a fixed store, different typings given by different store types, correspond to structurally different derivations built using cores.
Example 15 Let us consider the following evaluation of a nested object: In summary, since we do not need store types and all related machinery, the coinductive typing system for results is more compact and simpler than the original one (compare Fig. 14 with Figs. 8 and 13 ).
Adequacy (IV)
The adequacy of the coinductive result typing, with respect to the original system of Section 2.3, is not trivial because we use coinduction and do not have (explicit) store types. We address this issue by establishing a relationship between our NDS presentations of result typing with store types and with coinduction.
Lemma 16
Let be a well-formed typing context. 
Subject Reduction with Coinductive Result Typing
As we have shown, the coinductive typing system for results can be used without loss of generality in place of the more complex system based on store types. A natural question is whether the coinductive system can be used for further simplifying the statement and proof of subject reduction (Theorem 13), getting rid of store types. The answer is yes, but only for funς , and not for impς . The problem is that in a store-based semantics, subject reduction regards not only the types of the starting term and its resulting value, but also the types of starting and resulting stores. Store types represent exactly this information, and in Theorem 13 the store type of the resulting store is an extension of the starting one. Hence, the types given to locations must not change during the computation; when a new location is allocated, its type is decided once and forever. This "type persistence" of locations cannot be ensured without store types in presence of in-place updates, as in impς , because in a given store, the same result can be given different (and even not comparable) types, as in Example 15. Thus, when a closure is overwritten by a new one, the typing information we can recover coinductively from the new content may be different from that of the old content, even if the new closure can be given a type compatible with the old one. Store types circumvent this issue by fixing a single "reference" type for both the old and the new closures.
This difficulty (which actually is not proper of the coinductive typing system but is intrinsic to the subject reduction property) does not arise when locations are never overwritten, because in this case the type information we can recover from the store does not change. This situation happens for funς , where a method update allocates a new location without erasing the old closure, and thus the type information after an update is the same as before the update. For these reasons, it is convenient to work with the coinductive system for result typing, for proving properties regarding stores (such as subject reduction) for funς : actually, it allows us to build both recursive and corecursive derivations, thus providing an expressive and powerful proof tool.
Hence, for funς , we can state subject reduction without mentioning store types at all; all the typing information about a store is carried by the store itself. Of course, similarly to Theorem 13, we have to require explicitly the coherence between types and results associated to variables. In this section, we discuss the encoding in CC (Co)Ind of the syntax, dynamic semantics, and term and result typing for both funς and impς . For definiteness, we work in the Coq V7.3 implementation of CC (Co)Ind , albeit the methodology we follow can be applied in any similar logical framework.
Although the presentations given in Section 3 are simpler than the original systems, their formalization in CC (Co)Ind is still a complex task because we have to face some subtle details that are left "implicit" on paper.
Formalization of the Syntax
Let us consider the syntax of impς , as that of funς is just a subset. Since these calculi feature binders, we represent them by means of second-order abstract syntax, or weak HOAS [31, 41] Weak HOAS differs from "full" HOAS [48] because in the latter object-level variables are considered as term placeholders at the metalevel, thus disappearing from the encoding. For instance, in full HOAS let should be represented as let:Term->(Term->Term)->Term. Because of its well-known advantages, full HOAS is the encoding methodology of choice in noninductive logical frameworks, such as the Edinburgh LF and derivatives (e.g., Twelf), but it does not fit well in inductive logical frameworks, such as CC (Co)Ind . The problem is that since Term is an inductive type, a functional argument (of type Term->Term) can be defined by recursion or case analysis over Term. In this way, one could introduce exotic terms [17] , that is, CC (Co)Ind terms not corresponding to any expression of impς . Exotic terms jeopardize the adequacy of encodings, and therefore they would have to be ruled out by extra "well-formedness" judgments, which in turn would complicate the whole encoding.
Using weak HOAS, we keep the advantage of using a metalevel abstraction, but we prevent the definition of functional arguments by recursion on the inductive type Term. Therefore we replace the domain of functional arguments with a parameter Var. The only terms that can inhabit Var are the variables of the metalanguage. One may think of Var as a set of constants, namely, the real names of the object variables ( x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . ). These constants are ranged over by variables of the metalanguage. Metalevel abstractions can be used for locally declaring new, fresh variable names, by introducing corresponding metalevel variables of type Var. The fact that Var is a parameter implies that if x:Var appears in a term b, then b must necessarily be of the form b'(var(x)), in which the object variable x occurs only under the constructor var. We note that the parametricity of Var makes it impossible to distinguish between variables, thus providing α-equivalence for free: (let a [x:Var]b(x)) is automatically equal to (let a [y:Var]b(y)).
However, weak HOAS does not cater for substitution of terms for variables (differently from full HOAS). Far from being a problem, this fits perfectly the needs for encoding the store-based semantics of funς and impς , which use closures instead of substitutions of terms for variables.
Notice that the constructor var is declared as a coercion. Thus it may be omitted in the following; further, labels (i.e., names of methods) are encoded as natural numbers.
Objects are represented by an ad hoc listlike type Obj. An alternative definition could use directly the polymorphic lists of Coq library, as follows:
However, this definition would not allow to define some fundamental functions required to complete the formalization (such as, for example, the occurrence of variables "∈"): although these functions are definable by recursion on the structure of terms in our formalization, using polymorphic lists their specification would be recognized as "unguarded."
Adequacy of the Encoding (I)
The adequacy of the syntax encoding can be established by using the arguments of the weak HOAS paradigm; see, for example, [31, 41, 43] . A complete treatment of these techniques is out of the scope of this paper; we recall briefly the basic ideas in the case of the syntax of terms, the other cases being similar. Basically, the adequacy aims to establish a (compositional) bijection between object-language expressions of sort Term and metalanguage terms of type Term in canonical form. Usually, in standard first-order encodings of higher-order calculi, the "canonical form" is the well-known β-normal form: a term without unsolved β-redexes. This is not sufficient for weak HOAS encodings, where we need to define a notion of canonical form also for the types Var and Var->Term (whose inhabitants may appear in terms of type Term, due to the constructors var and, e.g., let, respectively). Since Var is first order and has no constructor, its terms in canonical form are only variables (of the metalanguage). This means also that terms in Var have no structure and hence cannot be destructed by Cases. Then, we can say that the canonical terms of type Var->Term are always abstractions [x:Var]t, where t itself is canonical (in Term). 6 For X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } a finite set of variables, let us define the following: 
Formalization of Dynamic Semantics
The judgments eval and eval b are represented by two inductive predicates:
eval : Store->Term->Store->Res->Prop eval_b : Store->Body->Store->Res->Prop whose rules are encoded using hypothetical-general judgments à la Martin-Löf: since the derivation contexts of the proof systems in Figs. 9 and 10 obey a stacklike allocation strategy, the assignment of results to variables can be formalized through hypothetical premises, local to subreductions. On the other hand, since stores cannot be distributed in the proof environment, they are represented as lists of closures, where the ith element of the list is the closure associated to the location ι i . Each closure is simply a closure-body abstracted with respect to the "self " variable: (Some simple functions are needed for manipulating these structures, for example, for extracting single lists from lists of pairs). A stack is then a finite map associating each declared variable to a result; therefore, it could be represented as a functional to relation 7 or, even better, as a function stack:Var->Res described by a finite set of assumptions of the form "(stack x)=v" (where "=" is Leibniz equality). Each of such assumptions corresponds to a binding "x →v" of the context ; these assumptions are used in evaluating variables (rule e_var), and locally assumed when needed, as in the rule e_let:
7 Actually, in the original NDS approach within the Edinburgh LF, the eval judgment itself should be used for representing these bindings [5] . In CC (Co)Ind we cannot use eval in place of stack, because of the positivity restrictions of inductive types: eval is inductive, and the discharged hypotheses are in negative position. In the e_let rule, the "hole" of b is filled with a fresh (i.e., locally quantified) variable x associated to v. This rule points out why the weak HOAS approach is well suited for the store-based operational semantics: only substitution of variables for variables is needed, which is automatically provided by the metalanguage. Similarly, the auxiliary judgment wrap, needed for constructing closures ( With this definition, an assertion (closed a):Prop can be reduced by "Simplification" into a conjunction of similar assertions about simpler terms, which is easily dealt with by using the tactics provided by Coq. The same technique can be used for defining the function isin:Var->Term->Prop (representing "x ∈ FV(a)"). We note that metavariables are used with two different meanings: either as "real" variables, associated to results by stack, or as placeholders in the construction of closures (in this case marked as dummy; see the discussion in Subsection 5.1). As a consequence, we cannot have both (stack y)=v and (dummy y) in the assumptions; indeed the assumption (dummy z) is about a locally quantified, fresh variable z.
Finally, the assumptions in the rule w_bind are enough to ensure also that b:Var->Term is a "good context" for y, that is, y does not appear free in b. Indeed, if y appeared free in b, then it would be free also in (b z), and eventually also in the term b , body of the method (b z), which should be proved closed after an application of w_ground. But (closed b ) would not be provable because we would need y to be marked as dummy, which is not the case.
The remaining rules of eval are simple; both the functional and the imperative method update can be easily formalized [12] . We discuss here only the rule for method selection, which needs eval_b for evaluating a closure body after that the closure is retrieved from the store: Respectively, store_nth and loc_in_res implement the dereferencing of locations in stores and the lookup of locations in results. The closure so obtained is c, whose body is evaluated by eval_b after a local variable x, denoting "self," is associated to (the implementation of) the host object. The two rules for eval_b are simple: 
Adequacy of the Encoding (II)
We state now the adequacy of the formalization of dynamic semantics. As for terms, it is easy to define suitable encoding functions for the syntactic classes introduced in this subsection (locations, results, method bodies, closures, and stores). We will keep denoting all these functions by X , which map abstract entities (with free variables in X) to CC (Co)Ind terms of the corresponding type (with free variables in X ). As a difference, the encoding map for results does not need the X parameter. Moreover, we define the encoding map for the proof context . Let = {x 1 →v 1 , . . . , x n →v n } be a well-formed evaluation context; then, we define:
Proposition 20 Let X be a finite set of variables. Let a ∈ Term X , s, s ∈ Store X , v ∈ Res X , b ∈ Body X , and let be a well-formed evaluation context such that, for all x →v ∈ : {x} ∪ FV(v) ⊆ X. Then:
Proof Direction (⇒) can be proved by mutual induction on the derivations of eval(s, a, s , v) and eval(s, b , s , v), direction (⇐) by mutual induction on the syntax of proof terms.
Formalization of Term Typing
Term types are defined as lists of pairs of labels and types:
Inductive TType: Set:= mk:(list(Lab * TType))->TType.
In principle, this definition does not prevent defining illegal types, that is, with duplicated labels. The check about their well-formedness is performed by the predicate wt:TType->Prop, whose definition is easy and omitted here. The term typing judgment type is encoded by a judgment type:Term-> TType->Prop. In principle, we could represent assignments of types to variables by means of assumptions of the form (type (var x) A), but this approach would forbid one from defining type as an inductive predicate, because of the usual positivity constraints. Thus, typing of variables is represented by a specific judgment typenv, which acts as type, but is restricted to variables: Since typenv is a restricted version of type, it must satisfy the same properties, such as subtyping (represented by the hypothesis typenv_sub) and nonfunctionality (hence it cannot be a function of type Var->TType).
The typing of terms is defined by mutual induction with the typing of objects; notice that we need to carry along the whole (object) type (C, below) while we scan the list of methods forming the objects, and type each method: We omit here the encoding of sub, which formalizes the subtype predicate. Just notice that the formulation of the rule (sub·obj) "on paper" (in Fig. 12 ) hides the possibility of permutating the component pairs of object types and does not address explicitly the invariance of types associated to identical labels. Therefore, to formalize this rule in a logical framework, we must characterize in a completely detailed way permutation and invariance. However, since the formal treatment of subtyping is neither central in the economy of the proof of subject reduction nor problematic, we refer the interested reader to the discussion in [9] .
Adequacy of the Encoding (III) As in the previous subsection, the encoding map is extended straightforwardly to types, which we will keep denoting by : TType->TType. Moreover, we have to extend the previous definition of encoding map for proof contexts (Eq. 1) to the case of type assignment:
Notice that, although typenv is a relation, the set of typing assumptions corresponding to a context is always functional (i.e., for each x ∈ dom( ), there is exactly one assumption h:(typenv x A)).
Proposition 21
Let X be a finite set of variables. Let a ∈ Term X , A ∈ TType, and let be a well-formed typing context such that, for all x →v ∈ : {x} ∪ FV(v) ⊆ X. Then:
Proof (⇒) can be proved by induction on the derivation of type(a, A), (⇐) by induction on the syntax of the (normalized) proof term.
Formalization of Result Typing with Store Types
The judgment res of Subsection 3.3 is easily rendered by means of an inductive predicate res. The key issue in encoding the result typing system of Fig. 13 is that we have to formalize store types, for example, as lists of type pairs:
Definition SType: Set:= (list (TType * TType)).
These lists need to be managed by means of a bunch of functions (whose definition is omitted here: see [12] ) to play the role of store types. The system of Fig. 13 is then easily rendered in CC (Co)Ind . The encoding of ext and comp is straightforward; however, res needs an auxiliary inductive judgment (resaux) because we must carry along the whole (result) type (A, below) while we scan and type (the components of) results: As for term typing, the adequacy of result typing can be easily established.
Formalization of Coinductive Result Typing
The Apparently, the coinductive (discharged) hypothesis in (t·cores, Fig. 14) disappears from this encoding: it is not in the rule t_step. In fact, this is not the case: since coaux is coinductive, when we have to prove a goal of the form (coaux ...) we can assume it in the hypotheses using the Cofix tactic. So the discharged coinductive hypothesis is available "for free."
Adequacy of the Encoding (IV)
The adequacy of the encoding of the coinductive system for result typing is more subtle than the previous ones. Clearly, a derivation ND cores(s, v, A) should be represented by a coinductive term of type (cores s v A), that is (coaux A s v A). However, (proof) terms inhabiting coinductive types are subject to precise and stringent well-formedness conditions [14] . 
which exists by inductive hypothesis. The resulting circular proof term is well-formed because the occurrence of p is guarded by cotype_b. Part (⇐) can be proved by induction on the syntax of the (normalized) proof term.
Metatheory of funς and impς in Coq
One of the main applications of the formalizations of funς and impς is the proof in Coq of fundamental properties, for example, type soundness and behavioral equivalence of objects. In this section we illustrate the formal proof of the fundamental subject reduction property, already proved on paper in Section 3 in its NDS version. As mentioned in Section 2, subject reduction implies immediately the type soundness of type discipline. We consider subject reduction for both the original and the coinductive systems for result typing of Figs. 13 and 14, encoded in Coq in Subsections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. In Subsection 5.1 we formalize Theorem 13 and point out some interesting aspects common to both the two versions of result typing, such as the application of the Theory of Contexts. In Subsection 5.2 we formalize Theorem 18 and focus on the peculiar aspects and benefits provided by the coinductive result typing system.
Subject Reduction with Store Types
Subject reduction in NDS (Theorem 13) can be readily formalized in Coq: Notice that the proof context , containing stacks and typing assertions, "disappears" from the statement: it is implicitly dealt with by the proof assistant. The proof is by structural induction on the derivation (eval s a t v). Many technical lemmata about operational semantics and term and result typing have been needed. These lemmata are relatively compact and easy to prove, essentially because the object system is in natural deduction, and weak HOAS gives us α-equivalence for free (so we do not have to face the usual problems of first-order encodings, such as de Bruijn indexes or name-carrying syntax).
The drawback is that most LFs do not provide sufficient support for reasoning about HOAS encodings [17, 32] . For example, recursion and induction principles over higher-order terms (i.e., terms with "holes") are usually not available. An important family of properties that cannot be proved in CC (Co)Ind is the renaming lemmata, such as the following preservation of typing under variable renaming: In other words, the expressive power of LFs is limited when it comes to reasoning about formalizations in (weak) HOAS. In recent years, there has been a lot of research about programming with, and reasoning about, datatypes in higher-order abstract syntax, and various approaches have been proposed; see, for example, [18, 20, 23, 27, 32, 46] . Now, a general approach, in logics, for increasing the expressive power of a logical system, is to take a suitable (and consistent) set of fundamental properties as axioms. This is the approach of the theory of contexts (ToC), an axiomatization capturing some basic and natural properties of (variable) names and term contexts [31, 49] . The theory of contexts comprises four axioms (indeed, axiom schemata):
freshness: (called also "unsaturation") ∀M, ∃x : x ∈ FV(M): it captures the idea that a term cannot contain all the variables at once; decidability of equality over variables: ∀x, y : x = y ∨ x = y. In a classical framework, this axiom is just an instance of the law of excluded middle; we need it because CC (Co)Ind is intuitionistic;
This means that two term contexts are equal if they are equal when applied to a fresh variable x. Together with β-expansion, extensionality allows to reason about higher-order terms. 8 In principle, these properties can be "plugged in" an existing proof environment (such as Coq) without requiring any redesign of the system. Several case studies about untyped and simply typed λ-calculus, π -calculus, and Mobile Ambients [13, 32, 42, 50] have shown that these axioms yield a smooth handling of corecursion schemata in HOAS, with a small overhead.
For these reasons, the use of ToC seems to be natural also for reasoning about funς and impς , in Coq. In fact, the present formal development is the first application of this methodology to the object-oriented paradigm.
It turns out that the above properties are fully satisfactory for dealing with higherorder terms such as methods, closures, and local declarations. For instance, the proof of the above rename_term requires the use of the "decidability," "β-expansion," and "extensionality" axioms.
However, in order to be useful for reasoning on funς and impς , the "freshness" axiom has to be slightly modified with respect to its original formulation, similarly to what happens in other typed languages [42, 50] . The fact is that, in the NDS system (Section 3), (fresh) variables may have two different meanings: either associated to results (Figs. 9 and 10) , or just placeholders, in the construction of closures (Fig. 11) . In the first case the new variable is associated to both a result and a type, by the stack and typenv maps. In the second case, it is marked as dummy because it does not carry any information about results. Thus, we observe a "regularity" of proof contexts: for each variable x, there is always the assumption (typenv x A) for some well-formed A, and, either (stack x)=v for some v or (dummy x). The unsaturation axiom has to respect this regularity: a fresh variable cannot be generated without this information. This is reflected by assuming two forms of unsaturation: In unsat_res, the premise (res S v A) ensures the consistency between results and types (to be associated to the same variable): it can be seen as the counterpart of the original "stack typing" judgment of Fig. 8 . Some remarks about the consistency of the axioms are in order here. Proving the consistency of this particular version of the Theory of Contexts, within the CC (Co)Ind type theory, is out of the scope of this paper. The original ToC is known to be consistent with respect to (classical) higher-order logics; see [4, 27] for a (nontrivial) construction of a model. We expect that a similar model can be defined for validating the two unsaturation axioms we have used in this paper. However, an interesting future task would involve checking whether these models can be used for interpreting a theory of dependent types with coinduction, like CC (Co)Ind . This task is not easy, since giving a model to CC (Co)Ind alone is not trivial. Alternatively, one can try to give a syntactic proof of soundness (i.e. strong normalization) of the Calculus of (Coinductive) Constructions with the Theory of Contexts. We note that the use of the coinductive system of Fig. 14 leads to a proof for the constructs of funς considerably simpler than the proof (discussed in the previous subsection) based on the original system of Fig. 13 . In this perspective, some remarkable aspects are the following.
Concerning the ToC for funς , we need three forms of unsaturation: The first unsaturation is the same as for impς , while the second one just a variation, because in funς we have stores, not store types. The third form of unsaturation is new, and it allows us to associate a fresh variable to a well-formed result (i.e., which is obtained by a legal evaluation); this is needed to cope with the absence of store types in the proof that term evaluation preserves the type of stores (Lemma 30.(i) in Appendix 1.2). Proofs about the cores predicate can be carried out in Coq via the Cofix tactic: that is, we build infinitely regressive proofs assuming the thesis as an extra hypothesis, provided its application is guarded by introduction rules [25] (see Example 14) . This internal approach turns out to be very successful because coinductive proofs do not need to be exhibited beforehand but can be built incrementally by using quite direct tactics. This corresponds to saying that we do not have to exhibit a suitable store type beforehand, but we can discover the type of each location only if and when needed.
We note that in the proofs about coinductive result typing we can, with little effort, reuse several (patterns of) proofs (previously) developed for the original result typing -namely, all those not requiring an explicit inspection on the structure of the involved store types. In such a case, simply we either keep proofs carried out by induction on the structure of results or convert them into coinductive proofs on the structure of derivations.
The benefits of the coinductive approach can be better appreciated by considering the proofs which must deal with store types. Typically, these proofs are carried out by reasoning by simultaneous induction over both the structure (and the content) of stores and store types. Clearly, such proofs become much simpler when we have to deal just with stores.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a case study about formal reasoning on object-based calculi with binders in type theory-based logical frameworks. Our experiment has been carried out on both a functional and an imperative object calculus; we have worked in the Calculus of (Co)Inductive Constructions, implemented in the Coq proof assistant. As an example of application of the formalization, we have internally proved the property of subject reduction, for both calculi.
Our aim was to illustrate the benefits of taking as much as possible advantage of the proof theoretical techniques provided by modern type theories, such as natural deduction semantics and coinduction, in combination with higher-order abstract syntax and the Theory of Contexts.
The reformulation in natural deduction style of the systems defining the semantics of the calculi, has allowed to represent stacks and typing contexts by means of hypothetical premises. Therefore, in the subsequent formalization, stacks and typing contexts are implicitly dealt with by the metalanguage, and hence judgments and proofs have become simpler than traditional ones in natural semantics. Furthermore, the use of coinduction has suggested a novel, simpler typing system for results that does not require extra structures as store types, thus further simplifying the encoding.
Weak HOAS allows to deal with binders without having to encode neither α-equivalence (which is inherited from the metalanguage), nor substitution (which is not required by the calculi). A consequence of these choices is that closures are treated more efficiently than in the original system (although in a bit more complicated way).
In order to gain the extra expressive power required for proving subject reduction, we have added the axioms of the Theory of Contexts to our encoding. In our opinion, this is an acceptable price to pay, because the use of weak HOAS has a direct impact on the complexity of proofs. In particular it allows for a simpler and smoother formal treatment of complex (meta)properties w.r.t. first-order techniques, as de Bruijn indexes or explicit names. On the other hand, the Theory of Contexts can be plugged in existing LFs without requiring any redesign of these metalogical systems.
From this experience, we can affirm that the methodology we have chosen is well suited w.r.t. the proof practice, and also in the challenging case of an object-oriented calculus, because it reduces considerably the length and the complexity of proofs. In particular, since weak HOAS does not provide automatically general substitution, this methodology seems best suited for dealing with store-oriented semantics, such as a semantics with method closures, where just a simple treatment of the α-equivalence is required.
Related Work
Formalization of Object Calculi To our knowledge, this is the first systematic formalization of the theory and metatheory of Abadi and Cardelli's object-based calculi in logical frameworks based on type theory. The closest studies are [24, 28, 36 ], but we are not aware of formal approaches to static and dynamic semantics of object calculi with imperative features as ours.
In [36] , the functional calculus Ob 1<:μ is specified in the Centaur system using traditional first-order techniques and basic natural semantics; this encoding is then automatically translated in Coq, and finally the type soundness of Ob 1<:μ is proved in the proof assistant.
Gillard considers a functional ς -calculus extended with concurrent primitives [24] and uses de Bruijn indexes for dealing with bound variables via Gordon and Melham's approach to α-conversion for defining a generic second-order binder (like in [47] ). On the one hand, this methodology allows for using automatic tools (such as Centaur), but on the other hand it suffers the usual drawbacks of firstorder encodings. This is the reason that in the present paper we have striven for more advanced encoding techniques, aiming at a more sophisticated treatment of environment and binders. We believe that our approach pays off when it comes to prove theorems interactively, even if full automatized support is still under development.
Hofman and Tang present a formalization of Abadi and Leino's AL logic (an axiomatic semantics analogous to Hoare logic) for an imperative object-based calculus similar to impς , in the LEGO and PVS proof assistants [28] . The syntax is represented using HOAS, whereas the operational semantics is not formalized directly. Instead, the assertions of AL are encoded, by using a shallow, direct embedding in higherorder logic à la System F. Each inference rule of AL is then taken as axiom. This approach is quite different from ours. The encoding is simplified because operational semantics is not formalized, thus avoiding the need of formalizing locations and stores, but losing at the same time the possibility of proving properties such as type soundness and subject reduction. Moreover, since all the rules are taken as axioms, an external proof of soundness is needed, such as that in [29] , relying on a semantic argument in presheaf categories. However, the comparison between these two approaches is interesting future work; for instance, it would be interesting to encode the AL logic by using Hofmann and Tang's approach in our formalization, and to formally validate AL rules with respect to the operational semantics.
Linear Logical Frameworks
Since the explicit management of bulky listlike structures in judgments is unwieldy, one key point of the NDS approach is to delegate as much as possible the management of stacks and typing structures to the metalevel proof context. Unluckily, the structural features of natural deduction prevent us from internalizing also the store. As shown by [8, 44] , stores can be neatly internalized in linear logical frameworks, such as Forum or LLF [7] . However, these systems do not provide a native support for coinduction, nor are they as well known, as widespread, and as supported as intuitionistic ones. For these reasons, in this paper we have preferred to work in a more traditional intuitionistic type theory, namely, CC (Co)Ind ; we leave for future work the investigation of the metatheory of HOAS encodings in linear logical frameworks.
Another possibility is to use Felty's elegant two-level approach for encoding substructural logics within CC (Co)Ind [19] , in the tradition of [39] . In this approach the metalanguage is used for representing the sequents of the logics and all the peculiar structural rules one possibly needs. Therefore, besides the known judgments (typing, evaluation, etc.), one has to introduce a further metajudgment that represents the sequent itself. A first problem is that all the rules for the logical constructors already present at the metalevel must be replicated at the specification level; thus, the automatizing tactics of Coq would not work anymore. Another drawback is that one would get again "sequents," that is, judgments crammed with lists of propositions, which are not easy to deal with. So this approach, although feasible in theory, is in contrast with the choices made in this work, aiming to exploit every feature the metalanguage gives us. We leave the formalization of ς -calculi in Felty's approach for future work.
Coinductive Typing Systems Coinductive typing systems date back to [45] in functional languages with fixpoints, whose values (closures) may be not well-founded. There are some similarities with our work, but here values are always finite entities; instead, potential loops may arise due to pointers to the store. Another distinguishing fact is that we deal with a different paradigm (i.e., object-oriented), which we consider at a low, implementation-oriented level. Thus, the calculus is considerably more complex than Milner-Tofte's, and extra structures (i.e. the store) are used to manage efficiently closures, like a compiler for a register machine would do.
The importance of having a native support for coinduction is confirmed also by Frost's implementation of Milner-Tofte's work in Isabelle [22] . Frost reports that in the implementation in Isabelle/HOL using an impredicative, higher-order encoding of greatest fixed points, "4/5 of the work was about the management of fixed points." Moreover, bisimulations had to be provided explicitly beforehand, whereas we can build them implicitly, in due course, using specialized tactics. On the other hand, the implementation of the same object system in Isabelle/ZF using the coinductive package "reduced the work required dramatically." This different approach to coinduction has a great benefit on the interactive practice, and for this reason we aimed to take most advantage of CC (Co)Ind support to coinduction.
Other Future Work
An obvious possible future task is to experiment further with the formalization carried out so far, for example, for proving other (meta)properties of funς and impς : behavioral equivalences of objects, or the formal equivalence between the two encodings for result typing, as stated on paper in Section 3.4. We think that the presented approach can be applied also to other object-based calculi, for example, those featuring object extension [21] .
A promising application of the formalizations is the certification of tools, such as interpreters, compilers and type-checkers. Some results in this direction, using Coq and Isabelle, are the certification of compilers for an imperative language [3] and Java [52] . However, none of these works adopts higher-order abstract syntax for dealing with binders: we believe that the use of natural deduction semantics and HOAS can simplify these advanced tasks in the case of languages with binders.
On the theoretical side, interesting future work involves investigating how the current Theory of Contexts can be generalized to uniformly subsume the several variants used in the case studies about typed languages, such as ours or [42] , where we had to modify slightly the unsaturation axiom.
Since the Theory of Contexts has been proved to be so useful, it is high time to consider seriously all the proof-theoretical issues concerning type theories. In particular, a syntactic proof of soundness (i.e., strong normalization) of the Calculus of (Coinductive) Constructions with the Theory of Contexts should be pursued; then, the Theory of Contexts could be internalized in the proof assistant, yielding an integrated Coq-ToC system.
Proof (a) By the rule (t·res). (b)
By induction on the object type A.
Proof By inspection on the rule (t·comp).
By the rule (t·comp) and point (a).
Theorem 29 (Subject Reduction in NDS, impς ) Let be well-formed.
Proof By structural induction on the derivation of ND eval(s, a, t, v). The rules (e·call) and (e·bind) require a mutual structural induction argument, namely, a stronger induction schema valid also for the predicate eval b , which is the counterpart of eval for closure-bodies. 
Among the premises of the rule (e·call), we have j ∈ I, s (ι j ) = λx.b j and
Moreover, we have
, and so, by (c) and Lemma 26,
We deduce (∀x, w, C : (x →w, x:C ∈ ) ⇒ ND res( , w, C)) from the fourth hypothesis of the theorem and Lemma 24.(c 
Since ( type(b , B), and sub (B, A). Since eval(s, a, s , v) , by the inductive hypothesis there exist D, such that 
We deduce (∀x, w, C : (x →w, x:C ∈ ) ⇒ ND cores(s , w, C)) from the third hypothesis of the theorem and Lemma 30.(i). Then, since Eqs. 8 ((s , ι j →λx.b ), b , B j ) . and conclude by transitivity of subtyping. 
(e·ground
